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Cyberworld Publishing, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 216 x 140 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.The tenth book in the Charlotte
Diamond mystery series takes retired FBI agent Charlotte Diamond, and her spouse, movie star
Brenda Brandon/Boynton, to an aging mountaintop palace in the Blue Ridge Mountains. Their late
summer foursome vacation plans to bask on Hilton Head Island with Charlotte s brother,
Williamsburg physician Chance Diamond, and his Methodist minister wife, Marilyn, are scotched by
an approaching hurricane. And Charlotte becomes embroiled in the reopening of the drug
distribution operation she encountered in the last book in the series, Follow the Palm. Before plans
can be made on a substitute vacation, an unwelcome college mate of Charlotte and Marilyn s,
Regina Fowler, stumbles in to beg Charlotte to come up to the ancestral home, Fowler s Folly, she
owns with two cousins, to stop a drug operation, dramatically dropping a cocaine packet with the
same logo on it as in the case Charlotte thought had just been solved. Once arriving at Fowler s
Folly and stuck there because the hurricane they were avoiding in Hilton Head veered to the Blue
Ridge...
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ReviewsReviews

An exceptional ebook along with the typeface employed was intriguing to see. It really is simplistic but surprises within the fi y percent of the ebook. It is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Brian Miller-- Brian Miller

The book is fantastic and great. I have got read through and i am confident that i will planning to read yet again once again in the foreseeable future. I
found out this book from my dad and i recommended this publication to discover.
-- Prof. Nicole Zieme-- Prof. Nicole Zieme
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